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Materials Used
The materials I use are very easy to obtain and simple to use. Most are inexpensive
and found at most all art supply stores.
Over the years I have learned to used these basic materials to obtain finishes that look
very realistic. Consistency is very important and following each steps is very important
to obtain the desired finish.
You will notice that in none of the steps will you see the method of dry-brushing. I do
not like to use this method as some armor modelers do. I prefer a more subtle look in
which I feel represents the look of a full scale armor vehicle.

The materials below were used to finish the diorama in this volume.
AFV Club 1/48 scae Tiger I Final #48001L
White glue
Magic Sculpt modeling 2 part putty
8”x10” Plastic photo frame
Sheet plastic-see text for details
Orderless Turpentine
Micro Sol Decal setting solution
1 each No. 3 round paint brush
1 each No. 0 round paint brush
1 can generic flat grey spray primer
1 can Testors Model Master gloss spray
1 can Testors Model Master lusterless flat spray
Testors Model Master flat enamel paints-colors specified in text
Testors Model Master airbrush thinner
Model Color Vellejo acrylic paint
Brown
Black
Armor Yellow
Artist oil paint
White
Black
Raw Umber
Burnt Sienna
Naples Yellow
Pastel Sticks
Yellow Ochre, Black, Grey or White
Rust, Light Sand & Olive
No. 2 Pencil

Tiger I SS-Pz.Abt 101
As the British 22nd Armored
Brigade group lead elements
moved beyond Villers-Bocage
on the morning of 13 June, they
were caught unawares by Tiger
I tanks of the SS Heavy Panzer
Battalion 101. In fewer than 15
minutes numerous tanks, antitank guns and transport vehicles
fell victim to the German force,
the vast majority being destroyed
by SS-Obersturmführer Michael
Wittmann’s tank. The Germans
then launched an assault on the
town. Although this was repelled,
after six hours the British
commander decided to withdraw
his force to a more defensible
position outside Villers-Bocage.
The following day fighting resumed
in the Battle of the Brigade Box. The
British successfully defended the
box until a controversial decision
was taken to pull the Brigade
group back from its salient. VillersBocage played no further role in
the Second Army’s Battle for Caen.
The town was eventually liberated
on 4 August, although by then it had
been bombed twice and was largely
ruined.
The kit used in the diorama is AFV
Club - Tiger I late version Scale:
1/48 #48001L.
The reference photo shows Tiger
121 (Ostuf. Lukasius) destroyed by a
direct hit to the engine compartment
from a Sherman Firefly. With the
tank on fire the crew did manage to
get out!

1

1. The gun barrel. After studying
the reference photos I notice the
gun was in its recoil position. I
shortened it by cutting about a half
inch off the rear with a razor saw..

2
2. The model was changed as
much as possible to match the
reference photos by making a
battle damaged side skirt from
copper sheet and recreating the
hanging tow cables by cutting
away the plastic cable and making
new ones from twisted wire. The
chipped off zimmerit finish was
created by painting some liquid
plastic glue solvent in layers until it
marred the plastic.

3
3. Here you see the photo etched
screens that come with the kit and
new tow cable made to match the
reference photo.

4

4. There are many reference
photos of the battles at VillersBocage. I used Bruce Quarrie’s
“Panzers in Northwest Europe”
and Jean Restayn’s “Tiger I on
the Western Front” These 2 books
were by my side the whole time I
was working. I tried to match as
much as I could, knowing it would
not be perfect but close enough
that the viewer would know it was
from this photo.
You can see a rough sketch I made
of how the buildings would be next
to the tank. This also helped scale
the structures out some.
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6

5. The base is a plastic 8”x10”
clear picture frame sold in most
arts and craft stores. These frames
only coast a few dollars making it
a great foundation for the diorama.
Being made of plastic works great
for gluing other plastic items to it.

6. A few sheets of sheet styrene
are needed to build the wall
structures that help set this scene.
I used a 3/16” spaced board sheet
for the wooden structure and 1/16”
thick plan sheet to frame out the
walls and for the destroyed wall.
All of pieces were cut with a xacto
knife and straight edge to make
small strips.

7. All the walls are drawn onto the
plastic then scribed with a x-acto
knife and cut by bending to snap
plastic apart.
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I studied the reference photos to
come to a close size and shape
of each structure using the Tiger
model to scale as best as possible.

8. All walls sections are glued
in together with Testors plastic
cement and then each finished wall
structure is glued to the base with
Pro Weld methylene chloride glue.
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9. Here you see the small strips I
cut to create the window frames
that remain on the building. Note
also the strips that frame the edges
of the window.

10. A sheet of Plastruct HO scale
roof is used to finish off the roof.
I cut a few holes to represent the
broken shingles in the photo..
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11. Magic-Sculp 2 part modeling
clay is used to create the stone
street. I mix it with a little less
hardener so drying time is not as
fast, giving me plenty of time to
work.
Here you see it spread out in a thin
layer about 1/16” thick just using
my fingers. Note the extra plastic
attached to make the side wall
raised.
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12. Once the putty is spread out a
old tooth brush is used to flatten
out the putty and add texture.
.

13. The putty is also spread on the
wall and then textured with the old
tooth brush.
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14. I use a old dental tool to sculpt
in the stone road but a tooth pick
will work as well.
Study photos of stone roads in
France before doing this and keep
in mind the scale you are working
in. A random staggered pattern is
good but don’t be exactly perfect
and measure because you want a
natural look.
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15. Once again the old tooth
brush is used to add texture and
flatten out the stones making the
cracks tighter. This step really
helps make the cracks more to
scale size.
.
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16. The stones are sculpted the
same as the road and then texture
with the old tooth brush. Very thin
sheet plastic is cut out and pressed
into the still soft putty to create
plaster that has not fallen off wall.
.
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17. To create the rubble some
concrete rocks were collected out
doors and crushed with a hammer
into small stones and gravel.
.
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18. To place the rubble in the
scene, I used a small cup to pour
the crushed stones and gravel mix
onto base and tank while referring
to the reference photos as i pour
them on. I made sure the size of
the stones and gravel match the
photos as much as possible.
.
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19. When I was happy with the
placement of the rubble a mixture
of white glue and water is applied
to the rubble. The glue is mixed
with water about half and half to a
consistency of milk. Drip it on and
let it soak into the rubble in every
place it is on the base and tank.
.

20

21

20. A few 1/35th scale bricks from
Custom Dioramics were added as
blocks. These blocks were placed
in ares I saw them in the photos.
They can be seen in this photo
as the red objects in the rubble. I
attached them with white glue that
is not mixed with water. Note this
step is optional.

21. Once the white glue and water
mixture dried completely the
excess rubble that did not stick
was brushed off. Next he diorama
is given a primer coat to give the
it a good base to start the paint
process. I use a basic spray can
primer that can be purchased at
the local home store. This primer
coat makes painting the steps
much easier because you get a
smooth coat of color to allow you
to see all the areas that will be
needed in the painting process.
.

The paint that will be used to
airbrush the model will be Testors
Model Master enamel paint.
http://www.testors.com/
category/135232/Model_Master
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23. Once the primer has dried the
base is sprayed Flat Black.
.

24. The first step in the painting
process is the pre-shade this is
the darkest shadow color. Burnt
Umber is used in this step. What
you are trying to achieve in this is
to make sure any areas that your
light source cannot hit is painted.
You are for the most part adding
artificial shadows. All the recesses,
corners, tracks, and under objects
that stand off the tank. Spray some
of the large areas of rubble and in
the buildings and under the tank.
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24. Next step in the painting
process is the base coat this is the
main color. Afrika Braun is used in
this step. What you are trying to
achieve in this step is to make sure
you cover the areas that were not
painted in the pre-shade painting.
As you can see you don’t have
to worry about being perfect
just make sure you can see the
shadow for the most part and a
blending effect is achieved.
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25. Next step in the painting
process is the diorama base
coat. Afrika Braun you just used
is mixed with Flat White and Burnt
Umber are used in this step. Spray
just onto of all the rubble, building
and road. Just hit the tops of
the objects but don’t cover them
completely because you what the
Brunt Umber shadow color to show
underneath .
As you can see you don’t have to
worry about being perfect just get
close and some over spray is fine.
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26. Next step in the painting
process is the 1st camo color.
Since the tank is only 1l48 scale
and it will be heavily weathered I
decided to hand paint what can be
seen of the camo pattern. Using
Burnt Sienna the color I like for
(Rotbraun). I use a #3/0 round
brush to paint the color in. I thinned
the paint some so it flows smooth.
In this step it is important that your
base coat has dried for 24 hours
minimum.

27. Next step in the painting
process is the 2nd camo color.
Olivgrun is the green shade of the
camo pattern I will paint. It is also
hand painted also using a #3/0
round brush.
Of note: the hand painting can
be done using acrylic paint of the
same colors. Acrylics brush on
with a very smooth finish and for
most are much easier to hand
paint.
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28. After the Camo has dried
completely the next step in the
painting process is the fading.
Fading helps tie the colors
together, tone down the colors
and get the tank the look that it
has been in the elements. Afrika
Braun thinned down with Testors
airbrush thinner 10/1 are used for
this. Set your airbrush at a high
pressure so it almost dries after
contact, making passes over the
entire model, tracks and all. The
more passes you make the more it
will fade the paint. This step really
ties things together, smooths out
the hand painting and brings some
yellow tone back!
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29. Next step in the painting
process is the tools and
equipment I paint all tools and
equipment on the tank before final
weathering. In painting these items
study the way metal and wood
looks in real life and add the colors
into your paint to really get a good
contrasting look and make sure
you use various colors and shade
as you can in each item. Most
important don’t paint items just one
color or shade. I use acrylic paint
but any paint you are comfortable
with will work. Note the decals
are added here now.
30. Next step is the wash.
First I brush the model with clean
turpentine. I put a dab of raw
umber oil paint on a pallet, the oil
paint is thinned with turpentine on
the pallet and then applied to the
model with a small brush. I do not
want the wash to coat the entire
model, it is controlled just were I
want it. This is called a pin wash,
apply to all of the surface details
to create false shadows around
each one, and any excess wash
is blended into the surrounding
surface once dry. I streak it down
the sides like it would naturally,
but care should be taken not to
overdo this...be subtle but add a
fair amount on this project.

This wash is applied to the entire
diorama. Make sure all the rubble
gets a wash of raw umber. See
how all the details stand out now.
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31. Next step is the effects. I use
thinned white artist oil paint and
pastel powder made from pastel
sticks. The pastels are $1.00 a
stick at the art store and come in a
large variety of shades. I use a file
to grind them into powder.
Here I use black pastel powder
mixed with white oil paint to make
grey. It is thinned with turpentine
and painted in the areas I see
in the reference photo as lighter
chipped zimmerit.

Here the black pastel powder is
mixed straight with turpentine and
painted on the areas darkest in
the photo showing where the fired
was.
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32. Using the white oil paint that
is still on my pallet, i thin it with
turpentine and paint the boards on
the building. The roof is painted
using a darker grey color mixed
from my pallet of black pastel
powder mixed with white artist oils.

33. Next step is pastel pigment
weathering. I use pastels in the
same way you use pigments, but I
make my own powder. The pastels
are $1.00 a stick at the art store and
come in a large variety of shades. I
use a file to grind them into powder.
I mix them with turpentine on a
pallet and apply them with a brush.
Make sure you thin the powder
heavily because if not it will dry
and cover to much of the tracks,
a little goes a long way!
l.
The spare tracks get pastel washes
using shades of rust, brown, and
olive green pastel powder. Apply
the rust shade first and then add
blotches of the brown and olive
after. When the wash dries it is
quite convincing giving a good
representation of weathered iron.
Add this same mixtures to the metal
areas of the tools.
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34. Next step is to paint the rubbel
to bring out detail. I do not dry
brush at all, instead pick out certain
stones and paint them earth tones
of grey, tan and brown. I use artist
oils & pastels tinned down for the
best results.
You don’t have to be perfect just
paint them in random colors here
and there.

The same colors are used to paint
random stones in the road.
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35. Final Next steps blend the
project together.
First I use A. black pastel powder
and brush it on without any
turpentine on the tank areas that
have burned. Then B. I use grey
pastel powder for the ashes. Do
not use as much grey, you want
to dust it around. Use this without
turpentine and brush into the model.

A.
B.

36
36, Do the same as you did in step
35 but use pastel colors that match
the rubble colors, brush it in the
rubble and on the road. Use these
colors on the tank tanks to blend
the scene together. Use several
different colors.

Finished Model
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